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A formal generalizationof the Nyquist formula for an antennain a possiblyanisotropicequilibrium
plasmais presentedalong with practicallyusefulexpressions
derivedfrom it. It is shownthat this can
explainsomepreliminaryresultsof the recentthree-dimensional
radio mappingexperiment(SBH) on the
ISEE 3 spacecraft.

1.

where the usual convention

INTRODUCTION

Several types of natural noises(i.e., detected by passive
experiments)have beenobservedin situ in the ionosphereand
magnetosphere.Most of the interpretations [for example,
Shaw and Gurnett, 1975; Christiansenet al., 1978] invoke nonequilibriumprocesses,
sincethe particledistributionfunctions
are generallynon-Maxwellian.
However,in somecasesof practicalinterest,describedin the
present paper, the thermal noise itself can actually be measured.

This thermal noise has been previouslycalculated, by assuming [Andronov,1966] or deriving [De Pazzis, 1969;Fejer
andKan, 1969]Nyquist formula for an antennain an isotropic
plasma. The present paper contains a generalization to an
antenna in a possibly anistropic plasma. This derivation is
basically analogousto that by Fejer and Kan [1969], but it
directly usesthe fluctuation-dissipationtheorem, so that it
avoids formulating explicitly the plasma dielectric tensor,
and consequentlythe antenna resistance.
Some practical applicationsto geophysicalplasmasare discussed,and it is shown that it can, in particular, successfully
explain some results of the recent three-dimensionalradio
mapping experiment on ISEE 3.
2.

J(r)
V(t)=f E(r,t).-•-o
dr

on indices is im-

v:=f (V(t•)V(t•
+t))e•tdt

(2')

J(k)
=f J(r)
exp
(-ik.r)
dr
Eo(k,
co)=
f dtdr<E,(r•,
t•)E•(r•
+r,t•+t)
> exp [i(cot- k.r)]
(J(r) and E(r, t) are taken as real).
In an equilibriumplasma,the tensorof the spectraldistribution of the electricfield fluctuationsin the medium is given, in
the classicallimit (high temperature),from the fluctuationdissipationtheorem, as [Sitenko, 1967]

Eta(k,
co)
= ixT [A/,-'-

•-"1

(3)

where

A,•(k,
co)
= co: 7 - •' + •,•(k,
co)

THERMAL NOISE MEASURED BY AN ANTENNA

The voltage measuredby a receiving passive antenna, in
open circuit, is obtained in the usual way as

of sommation

plied, and

(4)

(X, c, eo are the Boltzmann constant,velocity of light, and
vacuumpermittivity;and T is the plasmatemperature;rational unit system).
Substituting(3) in (2) and interchangingthe dummy indices
give

(1)

where E (r, t) is the field to be measured,and J(r)/1o the
normalized current distribution in emission conditions. (In
fact, in a magnetoactiveplasma, as the dielectricpermitivity
(where Im denotesthe imaginary part).
tensorsatisfies
e•j(k,co,Bo) = ej•(-k, co,- Do),the application
On the other hand, the antenna resistanceis given, by the
of the reciprocitytheorem [Ginzburg,1964],giving (1), shows usual emf method, as

-2xT
lm{J,*(k)A,•-'(k,
co)Jj(k)}
(5)
Vco:
= (2•r)%co
Io:f dk

that the current

must be taken in a medium

where the static

magnetic field Do has been reversed;this has no practical
consequences
in most applications.)
The autocorrelation of V(t) is

1o:
Re(f
drE(r).J(r•

R_-_ 1

-1

•Re(f
dkE(k).
J(k)*)
(2•r)•1o:

1# dr•dr:J(r•)< E(r•,t•)E(r:,
(V(t•)V(t:))
= •oo:
t:)> J(r:)
If the medium is homogeneousand stationary, the quadratic
space-timecorrelation function dependsonly on r = r• - r:
and t = h - t:. Hence, Parsevaltheorem gives the following
spectraldensity:

if dkJt(k)E,•(k,
Vo,:
-_Io:(2•r)8
co
)J•*(k)

(2)

where E(r) is the field of the harmonicsourceJ(r) (antenna
current, e-t'øt),thus satisfying
^ (k,
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J(k)

where^(k, co)is the tensorwritten in (4). So, we obtain
(6)
-1 f dkIm{J•*(k)A•-•(k,
R= (2•r)Seocolo:
co)J•(k)}
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Substituting(6) in (5) gives

permittivity, with the Fried and Conte function (the so-called
kinetic description).
V,,? = 2x TR
(6')
In the specialcasewhen smallvaluesof k give the dominant
which is the usualNyquist formula. The factor 2, insteadof 4, contribution in the integral giving R, the so-called hydroin the well-known formula stemsfrom the definition(2') of Vofi dynamicapproximationcan be used.This leadsto the following explicit expression[Balmain, 1965]:
[see,for example,Papoulis,1965].
We stressthat, owing to the hypothesesinvolved, this deriR = 21koLF(koL)}/[rr,oooL(oo•/ooo
•' - 1)]
(8)
vation is strictly valid for any antenna immersedin an homog'• - 1)'/"/(3)•/'•LD, LD, L and •oo/2•r are,
eneous stationary, and possibly anisotropic, equilibrium where ko = (oo'•/ooo
plasma and in the absenceof external fields. It permits the respectively, the Debye length, antenna half-length, and
calculation of the thermal noise by using(6'), together with plasma frequency;F is defined in Appendix 2 (12'), and the
term { }--, •r/4 in the limit kpL --.
previous theoretical derivations of the antenna resistanceR.
This concerns a iliamental
antenna. For an antenna conIf the plasmais not in equilibrium, (3) and thus (6') are not
valid, and, in the generalcase,the calculationis not straight- sisting of two small spheres,approximate calculationsare
forward; if the plasmais stable, one can use(2) and insertthe performed in Appendix 1.
An interestingfeature of theseresultsis that if L/Lo >> 1
properexpression
for thetensor
Eu(l•,w),takingaccount
of
the actual particle distribution function [Sitenko, 1967], like in and oo/ooo
>> 1, the expectednoisepower-spectrumvariesas
GrabowskiandSlavik [1976], for example(whosederivation is o0-a for the filament antenna and as w-" for the two-spheres
restricted to a two-element-point-dipole antenna). In some antenna. This could be easily verified by experiments.
special cases,(7) can be generalized;we will return to this
Anisotropicplasma. For an anisotropicplasma the tensor
point in section 3.
Eo(k, oo)takesa much more complicatedform, which makes
The other restrictivehypothesisis the plasmahomogeneity; the resistance calculations more difficult. For the short iliathe calculation is thus strictly valid for the so-called grid mental antenna, R has beencalculatedby Nakatani andKuehl
antenna. In practice, the antenna is surroundedby a sheath, [1976] (kinetic description);they give some numerical results
which may modify the result:for example,it is known [Meyer- for parameterstypical of laboratory plasmas,in the caseof a
Vernet et al., 1978] that an electron-depletedsheath (typical dipole parallel to the static magnetic field.
for ionosphericapplications)may increasethe high-frequency When the hydrohynamicwith tensor pressure(or full adiaresistanceby severalordersof magnitude,belowthe electron batic) approximation of eu is valid for calculatingthe resisplasmafrequency;
on the otherhand,in somemagnetospherictance, one can use resultsby Meyer and Vernet [1974], which
or solarwind applications,the photoelectron
noisemay play give also the variation with antenna orientation. For conditions typical of ionosphericexperiments,this approximation
a part.
Finally, we note that a relative velocityV betweenthe an- givescorrect results[Meyer-Vernet, 1978] for frequenciesnear
tenna and the plasma,doesnot change(6'); of course,in this the plasmaand upper hybrid frequencies.
In the generalcase,this approximation must be taken with
case,R must be calculatedby performing the transformation
caution: it involves both an asymptotic expansionexcluding
•o--• o• - k.V (nonrelativisticcase) in (6).
the vicinity of the gyrofrequencyharmonics and a truncated
3. APPLICATIONSTO AN EQUILIBRIUM ELECTRONPLASMA
seriesexpansionfor low valuesof k; it shouldnot be valid in
Isotropicplasma. In an isotropicplasma(dielectricpermit- many magnetosphericapplications when, in particular, the
tivities longitudinal eL and transverseer), the tensor Eu de- antenna length is of the order of the Debye length.
couplesin the well-known two parts
4.

APPLICATIONS TO HIGH-FREQUENCY NOISES
IN GEOPHYSICAL PLASMAS

Eu(k,
•o)=
2xT

On the other hand, for a small electric antenna, the first term

Let us explain the previousresultsto interpret somedata of
the recent three-dimensionalradio mapping experimenton
ISEE 3 [Knoll et al., 1978] in the solar wind. Neglecting the
anisotropy,the relevantparametersare f•, = oo•,/2rr• 2.4 104
Hz; T • 10• øK; L = 45 m (cylindrical dipole); thusL/Lo • 10
(and the antenna radius r = 2.10-4 m satisfiesr/Lo << 1).
Of course,an obviousobjectionto thermal noisecalculation
is that the plasmais not in equilibrium. Broadly speaking,the

is dominant, and one expectsa noise band, peaking in the
vicinity (and above) the plasma frequency,due to the contribution of the first Landau pole of ,•, and of the others.The
noisebandwidth and amplitudedependon the antennalength,
owing to the hctor J(k) in (2) (increasingthe antenna length
decreasesthe width); a small residual noise is also expected
below the plasma frequency, due to the contribution of the
other Landau poles.
To be more explicit, consider a short iliamental antenna
with triangularcurrent distribution,operatingat frequencies
near the electronplasma frequency.The calculationof R has
beenperformed by Kuehl [ 1967](and later generalizedto finite
antenna's radius [Sch• 1970]); this involvesa numerical integration in k, like (6), using the usual expressionof the

M axwellian one (with the colder component containing the
main part of the total kinetic energy). In the closevicinity of
the plasma frequency,the presenceof the hot componentis
expectedto change considerablythe noise level [see, for example, Fejer and Kan, 1969]. However, as shownin Appendix
2, the presenceof the hot component(describedin Feldmanet
al. [1975], for instance)does not changethe noise levelsvery
much for 0o/%,>> 1, L/Lo >> 1.
Figure 1 showsan exampleof the measurednoisespectrum
2Voo'•:
the curve drawn is the actually measurednoise, multiplied by the factor (1 + Z/Zo) '• which arises from the finite
impedanceZo of the measuringdevice(input capacity:40 pF),
where Z is the antenna impedance.(In the main part of the

+

(7)

For a small magneticantenna,k.J(k) = 0; and putting (7) in
(2) showsexplicitly that the longitudinalterm doesnot contribute and the measurednoise will be negligible.

actual electron distribution

function

can be described as a bi-
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theory

measurements
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us calculate an order of magnitude of the expectedthermal
noisein thesecases:take parametersfp = 3.10• Hz, T = l04
øK, L = 20 m and neglect(unrealistically)the anisotropyand
the nonthermalelectrons.We obtain, for a filament dipole((8)
and (6')), a noise peaking (slightly above the plasma frequency) at about 2V• 2 • 3 X 10-•4V• Hz -•. For the twospheresantenna, equations(10) and (6') give a noisepeaking
at about 2 V• 2 •10-•a•
Hz -• (slightly above the plasma
frequency).In both casesthesefiguresare of the sameorder of
magnitude as the data or, at least, not negligibleas compared
to them.

This suggests
that it shouldbe interestingto perform a more
correct calculation (taking account, in particular, of the anisotropy) to be surethat the nonthermalcontribution is always
as important as implicitly assumedby the above authors, for
these low-level

noises.

-t5

T= 1o5 105øK

T_-I. 10•øK

Finally, it is worth noting that the quantity 2V,o•/L•-,which
is the resultgenerallyquotedby experimenters,has no intrinsic
physicalmeaningexceptin the limit L--, 0, which is not at all
achieved for the thermal noise in the above examples.For
instance, in the case drawn in Figure 1, 2V• •- is expected to
behaveapproximately in 1/L.
CONCLUSION

5b
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f
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Fig. 1. Comparisonbetweenthe measurednoiselevel brought to
the opencircuitantennaterminals(2V•2), and the theoreticalthermal
noiselevel(for fp = 24 kHz and two electrontemperaturesl05 and 1.5
l05 øK, respectively).

Contrary to what is generallyassumedby spaceexperimenters, the thermal contribution to the noise measuredin passive
experimentsshould not be overlooked. We have shown that
approximate calculations of the thermal noise can explain
somepreliminary resultsof the recentthree-dimensionalradio
mapping experimenton ISEE 3.

curve,•o/•op>> 1 and Z is calculatedas in a vacuum;nearer
to •op,the hydrodynamicapproximationhas beenused:since
its validity is very questionablewith our parametersfor calculating lm (Z), the corresponding
data pointsare shownwithout explicit error bars.)
On the same figure is drawn the theoretical noise 2V• •-,
calculatedfrom (8) and (6') with T = 10• øK and 1.5 105øK,
1o'1/•
andfp deducedfrom the 2fp line shownin Figure2. One sees
that the agreementis good.At high frequencies,the law w-a is
a goodfit to the data and the amplitudecouldevenserveas a
temperaturemeasuringdevice.This is of interest,sincesucha
passivenoisemeasurementis generallynot recommendedto
measurethe thermal population'sparameters(Potteletteet al.
[1977], for example).
Figure 2 showsan exampleof the data variation.In some
cases(which are probably relatedto a variation in the nonthermalelectrons),a line at 2fp appears,but the main part of
the spectrumis only slightlymodified.The datain Figure 1are
thoseof curve 1 of Figure 2, whereno suchnonlinearfeature
appears.It is important to note that in theseexamplesthe
immediatevicinityof fp doesnot fall in the frequencyrangeof
the receiver.Of course,these are preliminary results,and a
more detailedinterpretationshouldbe madetaking in account
suchfeaturesas, for example,the relative bulk velocities(between the satelliteand the plasma, and/or the different componentsof the distributionfunction),and includingthe immediate vicinity of the plasmafrequency.
Fig. 2. Noise levelsat the receiverinput measuredat three conIncidentally, we remark that some low-level noiseshave
secutivetimes, 2000 s apart. The 2fp line (f• • 24 kHz) appearson
beenpreviouslyreportedin the magnetosphere
[Christiansen
et curve 2 (•2000 s after curve 1) and curve3 (•2000 s after curve2).
al., 1978; Shaw and Gurnett, 1975], for example, and tenta-

tively ascribedby theseauthorsto nonthermalprocesses.
Let

The line doesnot appearon curve 1, which corresponds
to the same
data as used in Figure 1.
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APPENDIX

1:

THE PAIR OF SPHERICAL PROBES

with

IN A WARM ISOTROPIC PLASMA

In the case of an antenna constistingof a pair of small
sphericalprobes,approximatevaluesof R can be obtainedas
follows.

•,. = 1 - •

Z'(co/(2'/:kLv•cop•))/(2k:
Lv•:)(Lo•istheDebye

length for the population k, Z is the plasmadispersionfunction [Fried and Conte, 1961].)
For the iliamentalantenna(0Z direction,half-lengthL) with
triangular current distribution, i.e., in Fourier space,

Let 2/_.be the distancebetween the probes(on the Z axis)
and let us neglectthe individual probe dimension,and assume
J(k) = Z41osin: (kzL/2)/(kz:L)
an exp (-i cot)time dependence.
The chargedistribution is written as
(2) and (11) reduce to

Q b(x) b(y) [b(z - L) - b(z + L))

Vofi-ß':•oco
8X fo
•dkF(kL)
le,.l:• r•Im(•,.•)

thus in Fourier space,
where

•(K) = -Q2i sin (k,L)
In the so-called quasi-static approximation, expectedto be
valid here for most applications(it retains the longitudinal
part in (6)), the potential is given, in Fourier space:

= •o•dK,
The resistance is obtained

co)K:

as

R = Re t[V(0, O, L)-

)
(12

F(x) = [Si (x) - 0.5 Si (2x) - 2 sin4 (x/2)/x]/x

(12')

(Si is the sine integral). The calculationof (12) for arbitrary
parameters requires numerical integration. A similar expressionhas been evaluated by Fejer and Kan [1969] in the
closevicinity of the plasma frequency.We shall evaluate(12)
in another limiting case,namely, for high frequencies.
It is easilyseenthat if the conditionco/co•(Tx/T:)•/: >> 1 is

satisfied,
then [e•,[:is of order1 whenthe integrand
in (12) is

V(O, O,- L)]/-icoQ}

not negligible,and thus (12) can be approximatedby

The K integrationis easilyperformedin sphericalcoordinates
and reduces to

vo?

R= -1 Im

dk

a':co•o •dk,co)1-

sin(2kL)

2kL

(9)

ßexp (- •'•:)F[coL/((2)•/:cop•La•'•)]
The calculation of R requiresa numerical integration; howThen, if L/Lm >> 1 (and thus(co/cov•)(L/Lo•)>> 1 for k = 1,
ever, inspectionof (9) leadsto someapproximateresults.
First, using approximationsof the Fried and Conte [1961] 2), the function F can be replacedby its approximationfor
functionas in Kuehl(1966), givesthe high and low frequencies large arguments,giving finally
limiting values

R • cop/;ra/a2;/aeocoaLD
CO/COp
>> 1

eoLcoa
• T•cop•:

L/LD >> 1

(13)

Thus with typicalparameterssuchas COpl:/COp::
> 20, Tx/T:
• 1/6 [see, for example, Feldman et al., 1975], the noise is
Theseare very differentfrom those relevantfor a iliamental approximatelygiven by the 'thermal' contribution(wvx,Tx),
antenna[Kuehl,1966];of course,both formulationsare equiv- for frequenciesand antenna lengthssatisfying
R •

l/(2a')a/aeocovLa

CO/COp
<< 1

L/Lb >> 1

alentonly in the limit L -• 0 (exceptfor a factor4 whichstems

• T(••/: L

from the differencein effectivelengths).
Second,in the hydrodynamicapproximation,(9) gives

R=Ii_sin
(2kpL)
2k
•,L l/ 6•'•ocoL
D:k
p

(10)

•pl

>>

I

>>

LD1

1
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